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March Madness
Kerry Hales and I launched our first ever “Coaching for
Foot Reader’s Workshop” on 7th March at Langston Green
Village Hall. We enjoyed it so much we are going to do another two—1st August in Norwich and 23 November in
Frodsham, Cheshire and June 18 back in Tunbridge, Kent.
We also want to do one in York next year. Probably first
week in July. Awaiting dates.
We hope that you will be able to join us at one or the other.
Details are on https://www.footreading.com/workshops

Lisons nos pieds
My other news—my book “Lisons nos pieds” is starting to
gain traction in France. Whilst I was away working in Kent,
I received an email from a French teacher who told me that
one of her students had brought my book into class and the
whole class were hooked. She ordered 15 copies off me for
them and has booked onto my workshop in Lyon in November. I am now doing my happy dance! (I had to recruit
Pops to post the books out because I only brought two with
me to Kent just in case I received an order or two whilst I
was away!)
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Just announced—we are doing a foot reading workshop in
York on 1 and 2 November. Six spaces have already gone,
so book quickly if you are going.

SPECIAL POINTS OF
INTEREST
Jane’s new Level 3 Diploma in
Reflexology School at Scarisbrick Village Hall has received
AOR approved status.

Tracy Mills is now a
holistic therapist
based in bollington.
Her website is
https://
www.toptotoetreatm
ents.co.uk

Editor’s note: Tracy
mentions Dr Chattergee’s latest book
in her article but she
doesn’t mention how
she has a signed
copy from him where
he thanks her for
helping his mother
and saying that she
was the inspiration
behind one of the
chapters of his book.
Modesty may not
have allowed her to
mention it, so I will
do it for her!

SPRING FEVER, SOCIAL JET LAG AND SERATONIN BY TRACY MILLS
Holistic healthcare works on
the principle that everything is
connected and nothing
is separate and works with the
whole person and their interaction with the environment
as unique, taking into account
the mind-body
connection.

It is preventative and encourages balance and living in harmony with the environment,
to promote and maintain
health. Symptoms are seen as
helpful, enabling us to tune
into and respond to their signals. There is no better way to
illustrate how connected we
are to our environment,
than how our hormones re-

spond to the changes of the seasons as we transition from Winter
to Spring.
As we enter Spring and the days are getting longer, the body responds by producing less Melatonin. Melatonin is the hormone
that we produce more of during the Winter months when the days
are shorter, to tell the cells in our body when it is night-time and
to help us sleep better and longer. It may take several weeks for
the Melatonin levels to drop during the transition to spring. At the
same time Serotonin (also known as the happiness hormone)
starts to rise, with the opposite effect of Melatonin and brings
about increased energy and vitality.
For those who suffer from Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD with lows
or depression during winter, Spring can be a turning point and bring
about a lift in mood. The fastest rate of change in daylight hours occurs
around the equinox, which this year is on March 20th. For some the

body can become confused for a few weeks, as the two hormones
balance. Symptoms that may be experienced as the body catches
up, may include headaches, sleepiness, tiredness, joint pain, irritability and distraction. This phenomenon has been called “Spring
Fever”.
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Chronobiology is the biology of time and our biological
(circadian) rhythms in relation to the cycles in nature. There are 4

rhythms on Earth:
The Tides 12.5 hour cycle
Daylight 24 hour cycle
Lunar 28 day cycle
Annual 365.25 day cycle
Our modern lifestyles lead us to become quite disconnected and
insulated from these natural cycles, causing us to override our
body’s own natural rhythms, which can lead to biological imbalances and “social jetlag”. This can cause our bodies to
feel confused and stressed. Social Jetlag is the difference between
what our internal body wants us to do and what the
social culture wants us to do.
For example, in the Winter, 85% of the western adult population
set their alarm clock to get up when it is dark, which can be quite
unnatural for the rhythm of our body and can interfere with our
metabolism and hormones. Also, using computer screens late at
night, can lead the body to believe it is still daytime,
which affects sleep patterns and consequently our overall health.
We are uniquely individual in our response to daylight and nighttime cycles, our so called chronotype. This is known to be due to
our genetics. Just as there are extremely tall and short people
there are also extremes of chronotypes with the majority in
the middle. Some of us are naturally night owls and others early
birds and it is best to honour our inherent natural rhythm. Living
in dissonance with this leads to greater risk of health problems.
This also changes with age, with 1 year olds and 80 year olds being quite similar in sleep requirements.

JANE’S SEMINAR DATES
2019

5/6 Mar—Tunbridge Wells
7 Mar—Coaching workshop
20/21 Mar—Garstang
31 Mar/1 Apr—Aldershot
29/30 Apr—Nova Scotia
1/2 Jun—Tipperary
8/9 Jun—Cork
6/7 Jul—Perivale
1/14 Jul—Exeter
30/31 Jul—Norwich
1 Aug—Norwich coaching
7/8 Sep—Melbourne
20-22 Sep—NI Reflex Conference
19/20 Oct—Portballintrae
29/30 Oct—Sheffield
1/2 Nov—York
16/17 Nov—Lyons, France
23 Nov—Frodsham Coaching

Teenagers to 25 year olds are much later in their sleeping and
waking hours rather than this being due to laziness. We require
clear contrast between daylight and darkness to help regulate our
circadian rhythm, to allow for better sleep and enable us to wake
more naturally and refreshed for a productive day. It is not possible to receive enough lux (light intensity) from indoor lighting
during the day, to provide this contrast. We can instead ensure
that we see as much natural daylight during the day and as early
in the morning as possible and remove the blue spectrum light
after sun-set.
It is a good idea, to adjust the screen brightness settings in your
computer system preferences to warmer colours in the evening
and there is free software called f.lux, which enables dynamic
lighting on your computer, and removes the white-blue parts of
spectrum out of the screen at night
Holistic therapies support, empower and enable the individual to
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COACHING FOR
FOOT READERS
JOIN Kerry Hales
and Jane Sheehan on
23 November
9.30am to 5pm at
The Scout Hut,

1 Hillside Road,
Frodsham,
WA6 6AW
£167 for the day
Lunch and refreshments included

tune into the sometimes subtle
signals of their body’s natural wisdom, in relation to their
environment and understand
how they may better support themselves. Reflexology
works in this way and is proven to improve sleep patterns
and mood. It is thought to do
this by bringing the hormones and nerves (neuroendocrine system) into natural
balance, thus improving overall health.

There is also a specific ReproflexologyTM protocol
used by specially
trained therapists, to improve
hormone balancing for fertility,
for couples trying to conceive
naturally. Success rates
are reported to be 68%. The
treatment includes temperature
charting to tune into and follow the natural rhythm of the
menstrual cycle, enabling assessment of the hormone balance during the cycle to adjust
treatment
to support pregnancy
Caption describing picture or graphic

Numbers limited
This is the third ever
workshop of it’s kind
and a unique collaboration between Kerry
Hales and Jane
Sheehan to bring you
the basics of SelfActualisation Learning Technique to enhance your foot reading practice.
To book go to
https://
www.footreading.
com/workshops

In Traditional Chinese Medicine, the Liver and Gall Bladder are
the organs associated with Spring, so it is important to support
these too. A simple way to do this can be with Apple Cider Vineger preferably organic from the mother tincture, taking 1-2tsp in a
glass of water an hour before food. Cheers !
Written for Macclesfield Local People Magazine April 2018 by

Tracy Mills BSc (Hons, Genetics) MFHT, MAR, PRM, BFRP
www.toptotoetreatments.co.uk
www.facebook.com/toptotoetreatments
Reflexology, Reproflexology, RLD, Bach Flower Remedies, Indian
Head Massage.
Treatment rooms in Bollington, Prestbury and mobile to your
home. Tel: 07811 153380
References: Internal Time: Chronotypes, Social Jet Lag, and Why
You’re So Tired.
Prof. Till Roenneberg ISBN-0: 0674975391
https://justgetflux.com free software
Reflexology for Fertility. Barbara Scott.
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Feng Shui Pathway Paintings by Jewells Art
This article looks at a particular aspect of Feng Shui Art, which has
always fascinated me and something I’ve been taking photos of for
years; Pathways.
Pathways are a powerful symbol in
Feng Shui paintings, they support
your connection with nature and
can represent a smooth flow of
energy from the present to the
future.

Photo in Bournemouth Park by Julia Underwood

HTTPS://WWW.JEWELLSART.CO.UK
Feng Shui principles apply to
paintings too.
Like ornaments and photographs they contribute to your
homes overall energy, flow and
feel.

gy. Trees and healthy plants

This month we
do not have a
Feng Shui article
from our usual
writer Vanessa
Edwards. It is
with great sadness that I have
to tell you that
her husband David died. We
send Vanessa
our sympathies
and await her return when she
feels ready.

Thank you to
Julia of Jewells
Art for stepping
into the breach

What to look For In A Feng
Shui Painting Which Includes
A Pathway.
If a pathway in a painting is set
in a vibrant landscape with different plant types in a mixture
of colours this creates a balance
of yin and yang. Delicate flower
petals represent feminine yin
energy while thick strong plants
represent masculine yang ener-

also symbolise good fortune.

The Peaceful Path by
Julia Underwood

The curves made by a pathway
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that meanders create good Feng
Shui. Curved lines are considered auspicious because positive chi energy slows down as it
travels on a curved path. It’s
also good if a pathway moves
towards the right of the painting and so into the future.
Straight lines and sharp angles
are unlucky as negative energy
travels quickly in straight lines.
A curved path will soften this

effect as will other curved features like archways and circles.
Circles also symbolise balance
and cycles of energy and nature.
If the pathway is decorated with
edging and healthy plants it
refines and strengthens its direction and purpose. Stepping
stones and tiles, bamboo or
wood planks, add to its style
and grace and can create greatCaption describing picture or graphic

er balance of the Feng Shui elements.
A well-lit pathway encourages male yang energy and a well-lit journey.
A painting containing the element of Water like a stream, water
feature or fountain will encourage positive and successful outcomes. Water is a life giver and so a symbol of continuous abun-

dance. The water must be gently moving or flowing, fresh and
clear. Enhancing a Feng Shui Element within a Pathway Painting.
If you choose a painting that features one or more of the Feng
Shui elements it will add more of that elements energy to the
painting.
So, for a painting including a pathway;
To represent the Earth element look for images with mountain
landscapes and plants.
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COACHING FOR FOOT
READERS
For the Metal element look for images of metal or silver objects.
For the Water element look for images with rivers, streams
and / or fountains.
For the Wood element look for images with wood and trees in
a landscape.
For the Fire element look for images of fire, like a lantern or
camp fire.
Always make sure the images are of healthy plants, fresh water and

JOIN Kerry Hales and
Jane Sheehan on 1 August
9.30am to 5pm at
Jackie Hamilton School
of Therapies
Melbourne House
Arminghall Close
Norwich
NR3 3UE
£161.50 for the day
Lunch and refreshments
included
Numbers limited

living landscapes.
The Time Of Year Depicted In
A Painting Also Represents A
Feng Shui Element And Will
Enhance Its Energy.
Spring - Wood is associated
with Spring, a time of
new growth and new
beginnings. The Wood
element represents living, growing trees and
plants.
Summer - Fire is associated
with Summer, which
brings Fire through the
heat of the sun and
long warm days, transformation and vibrant
colours.
Late Summer - Earth is related to Late Summer

sometimes called an
“Indian summer”. During the last of the warm,
light-filled days the
Earth element can help
bring stability and balance before autumn.
Autumn - Metal is associated with Autumn, the
gathering of crops and
shorter days. Metal
products from raw minerals and ore, represent
the process of refinement and harvest.
Winter - Water is associated
with Winter, a time of reflection and restoration in this
colder darker season. The Water element is gently moving
and tranquil.

This is the second ever
workshop of it’s kind and
a unique collaboration
between Kerry Hales and
Jane Sheehan to bring
you the basics of SelfActualisation Learning
Technique to enhance
your foot reading practice.
To book go to https://
www.footreading. com/
workshops
To see a video of Jane
And Kerry talking about it
go to Janesheehanfootreading page
on facebook
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Images To Avoid In Feng Shui
Paintings With Pathways.
Paths should be easy to
walk down and inviting,

free of debris and not
blocked by objects.
There should be no dried
leaves on the ground,
dead plants or plants
with thorns on, as these
stop the flow of energy.

Steer clear of images of destruction and sadness as these create
negative energy.

Think about how the image
makes you feel. Choose what
you love looking at, what speaks
to you as your intentions and
desires are important.
Feng Shui Pathway Paintings

Here are two examples of Feng Shui Pathway Paintings:
If you don’t know what path you want to take but you want to
move forward, use an image of a meandering pathway or more
than one possible pathway.
‘Path Of Life’ is a painting of a walk into a lush green landscape
and the future. You can choose which way to walk, travelling over
bridges and along roads if you want to, with lots to see and people
to meet along the way, the choice is yours.
Path of Life by Julia Underwood
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If you know the direction you want to travel in look for a less
curved pathway. In this painting ‘Bluebells With Butterflies’ I’ve

left the gate wide open so the
path is not blocked into an
open sun-lit field. There are
strong supporting (yang) trees
and fine (yin) bluebells beside
the pathway which encourages
you to walk out of the shade

down the sun-lit path.
Bluebells With Butterflies by
Julia Underwood
Where is the Best Place in My
Home for a Pathway Painting?
In the Bagua images of Path-

ways are most effective in the Career area of your home.
For more information about the Bagua visit: http://
www.jewellsart.co.uk/FengShuiArt.htm.
Acknowledgements
This article is based on a variety of Feng Shui principles and symbology.
Paintings included in this article can be viewed: https://
www.jewellsart.co.uk/GalleryLandscape.htm

For a wealth of information on all areas of Feng Shui; consultations, workshops and articles please visit Vanessa Edwards at Vandaeh Works: http://www.vandaehworks.co.uk.
All content Copyright © Julia Underwood and Jewells Art 2019, All
Rights Reserved.
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Colin Hackett is my
pal in Melbourne,
Australia who cooks
the most delectable
gluten free goodies
for Yvonne (and for
me when I stay with
them).

CRÈME CARAMEL BY COLIN HACKETT

Caramel
½ cup
2 tbsp

sugar
water

Crème
¼ cup
2 tspn
500 ml
3 large eggs

sugar
vanilla extract
full cream milk

PREPARATION
Preheat the oven to 140 °C
Prepare a water bath by laying a tea-towel in the bottom of large
baking dish.

Caramel
In a saucepan, cook the sugar and water until it is a golden-brown
colour.
Divide quickly between six small dariole moulds, or ramekins
Allow to cool.
Grease the mould sides lightly with a little butter or similar.

Creme
Combine the milk, sugar and vanilla extract, heat until the sugar
has dissolved.
In a bowl, lightly beat the eggs., whisk in the hot liquid.
Pour into the ramekins.
Place the ramekins in the dish and fill halfway up with boiling water.
Bake for 35 minutes.

Remove from the oven and water.
Cool, refrigerate, best served the next day so the caramel absorbs
into the crème, and easier to demould.
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Run the blade of a knife around the ramekins, invert and serve.

ENERGY THERAPIES: EAST MEETS WEST BY
MOSS ARNOLD AND SHARON WINDLE AT CHI
MEDICS ™
Moss Arnold, Bachelor of
Arts (majors in Education
and Chinese History and
philosophy) has studied energy work for many years
largely from the Chinese
Philosophy perspective, but
his first therapy training

was in Spiritual and Chakra
work. Sharon and Moss
have discussed using energy
for many years and thought
it would be of interest to
those who are unfamiliar
with energy, those who are
interested in energy and

Contact Moss and
Sharon by email at
chireflexology12
@gmail.com

those who work with energy.
What is energy? It is probably one of the hardest
questions to answer simply and clearly. There are four
types of energy:
Physical energy: the body’s ability to perform tasks.
Physical therapies including Western Industrial
Medicine, Sports therapies, etc.
Emotional energy: the fuel behind emotional responses. Emotional healing, Shamanism, etc. and as
it is the end of the Age of Pisces, the major energy

currently used.
Mental energy: the fuel behind mental processes;
Mental health therapies, meditation, etc. and
Spiritual energy: the fuel behind the soul, spirit, essence, life-force, etc. Spiritual practices such as meditation.
Logically, energy therapies can do harm if they can
do good, and so it is extremely important to have a thorough and detailed theoretical basis, knowledge and experience to decrease its misuse and resultant harm.
In the Chinese philosophy, everything in the universe is
composed of Chi (energy) and nothing can exist in the uni-
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verse without being composed of Chi. It is the building blocks of the universe.
And so in the human being
all four of the energies of
the human existence
(physical, emotional, mental
and spiritual) is composed

of Chi. So by working Chi
you effect all four levels
without having to deal with
any one. It is a truly wholistic approach, and one that
manifestations of any and/
or all of the four levels, are
simply messages about the

imbalances of Chi. Balance the Chi and these messages disappear.
Ayurvedic (prana) has basically the same energy foundations too, although there are culturally defined differences.
So these are probably the major and possibly only approaches that by this definition are wholistic as they deal
with energy and all four levels of existence.

The basis of the Chinese philosophy is Taoism (pronounced
Daoism). They observed nature and the world and developed a method of understanding the Universe via Chi and
Yin/Yang leading to the ‘middle way’ or the Tao
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(pronounced Dao).
Energy theories are in many ancient traditions including
Chinese and Indian(where there were cultural exchanges
influences during their evolution) which are the most common and popular, although they are not the only ones. Energy is predominantly known as:
Chi or more correctly Qi to the Chinese;
Ki to the Japanese;
Prana from Ayurvedic traditions including the Chakras
to the Indians.
Energy therapies have become extremely popular for a variety of reasons and these two definitions of energy (Chi or Qi
and Prana/Chakras) have dominated. The West, historically quite recently, have taken many of these energy concepts

and applied them to various therapies including acupuncture and acupressure, Bowen and Emmett, Chakra work,
Chi-Reflexology, Massage, Qigong, Reflexology, Reiki, Shiatsu, Tai Chi, Touch for Health and Kinesiology, Trigger
Point Therapy, Yoga, etc. This list is actually endless as
there are so many therapies that now either add or include
energy as part of the approach. This includes the concept of
vibrational therapies and vibrational medicine, which is an
alternative explanation of energy as such, making it more
appealing to western minds medicine.
Ayurvedic and Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) have
thorough and extensive theoretic, logical and practical
foundations rooted in history. Of these two, TCM such as
acupuncture, is the most widely accepted in the west. As it
has a strong foundation of knowledge upon which it is
based, it is the most challenging to understand and apply. It
is so much easier for people to simply take a part of the
whole, usually without its philosophical context, and use it
divorced from its philosophic and cultural context. Thus
resulting in a simplified, non-wholistic and symptomatic
therapy, for example Acupuncture compared to dry needling.
TCM is using both the knowledge and science and the intuitive senses combined to understand all phenomena in the
universe. It is a different philosophy, and it is thus the most
difficult for the western mind to grasp. It is another form of
logic that once understood, opens a whole new world of understanding and possibilities. It is about options rather
than answers. It is about messages of the body and their
possible interpretations. This is where the Chinese philosophy comes in as it is designed to increase your intuitive
abilities through the solid theoretical framework and
knowledge from which to draw. Yin and Yang.
One further point worth mentioning here is that the Chinese philosophy (based on Taoism) permeates all aspects of
life and is the foundation of all the Chinese arts
(Numerology, Astrology, I Ching, Feng Shui, etc.), including Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM), but it is applied
differently for different uses. For example, Feng Shui understanding of the Five Phases Theory (commonly known
as the Five Elements Theory) is significantly different to
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TCM as in Feng Shui you
can treat an element or
phase but in TCM you cannot.
Many of the Chinese arts, as
it spread to the west, have
been taken out of the philosophical context, and it was
simplified and modified to
be acceptable to western
thinking. For example

Spleen Chi was modified to
Spleen/Pancreas as the
Spleen has no physical connection to digestion. And
yet the Spleen Chi actually
has a major Chi function in
absorption. Without the
Chinese philosophical context, the arts are changed.
Much of what has been
shared by the Chinese re-

flects the fact that they believe that non-Chinese cannot
truly understand the ancient art. So it has been simplified
to answer the questions asked, rather than sharing fully. It
is a “Give them what they ask for” approach. As a result the
western application of TCM is predominantly a symptomatic approach rather than analysing and treating with synergy; a fully wholistic treatment for each unique individual.
The legend of the origins of Chinese Arts is interesting and
is worth sharing here. The Beings of Refracted Light (seven
foot giants) came to the Chinese and taught them all of
their most ancient arts and the foundations of the Chinese
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culture and philosophy, including the list above and originally acupressure.
It takes time and effort to learn a tradition thoroughly.
There would only be a snippet learnt in a few days or even a
week. The Chinese actually argue that it is not only
knowledge based, it is also most importantly experiential
and so their learning was a master of a level taught that level and the master decided when the pupil was ready to advance or not. If they did they were then handed to a master
of the next level, and so on. It was not something that could
be learnt from a textbook. It was so much more than that.
As a result of the depth of understanding needed, many of
the energy therapies have taken parts of these traditions
and simplified them and applied them to their needs. The

most common of these is
the Indian Chakra system,
but there are plenty that
have taken a piece of TCM,
especially from Acupressure, and used it in isolation
for its philosophical text.
One of the myths of energy

work is that it cannot do
harm, especially if the
giver’s intention is ‘good’.
This is of particular concern
as anything that cannot do
harm, cannot do good. If the
Chinese Yin and Yang theory is valid, the potential for

both must be present. You cannot have one without the
other. Knowledge and the philosophy upon which it is
based, is the key to decreasing the possible negatives and
increasing the likelihood of positive. Concepts of balance
and working with the body come in here.
With any energy work, it is very important not to use your
own energy thus depleting yourself. One should not give or
take energy and there is no such thing as ‘bad’ energy. All
energy is energy. It might not be flowing or moving or circulating, but it cannot be blocked. Energy is like water or
air, it is constantly moving. It never stops.
What is important in any energy work is to work with the
energy of the receiver to move towards a more balanced
state of existence, thus improving the life of the receiver. It
is not about healing or treatment, but rather facilitating by
combining stimulation (yang) and sedation (yin) and balancing techniques to achieve of more balanced state of existence on any and all levels, as the receiver’s body and energy system decides; not the therapist.
How do we take care of our energy? There are many methods of cultivating and balancing our own energies. The
most common are spiritual and religious practices, meditation, Tai Chi, Qi Gong, Yoga, etc. Anything that feeds your
soul for yourself alone.
The Table below shows the origins of the energy therapies
and their movement into the West.
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Time

Energy Therapy in
the East

Origins

In the West

4,000B
C
3,500B
C
3,000B
C
2,500B
C
2,000B
C
1,500B
C
1,000B
C
500BC
0AD
500AD
1,000A
D
1,500A
D
2,000A
D

Acupressure (Tui Na) & TCM
Ayurvedic

China
India

1900s
1980s

Acupuncture & TCM

China

1800s

China
+ many other countries
Chin

1800s

Chakras

India

1960s

Tai Chi

China

1970s

Japan
Japan
Part of Acupressure
Part of Acupressure
Part of TCM
(Meridians)

Reiki (1960s-70s)
Shiatsu (1970s)
Bowen Therapy
(1940s)
Trigger Point Therapy (1940s)
Touch for Health &
Kinesiology (1960s)
Chi-Reflexology
Chi Medics

Massage (Tui Na) & Body
Therapies
Qigong

Reiki (late 1800s/early
1900s)
Shiatsu (1940s)

Chinese Meridian Theory
Chinese philosophy, Acupressure & TCM

1990s

Let’s now look at the most common of these therapies in
more detail.

ACUPUNCTURE (3,000BC)

and ACU-

PRESSURE (4,000BC)
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Acupressure is one of the original Chinese arts that dealt
with the Chi in the human being. It was originally a point
approach without any meridians or pathways. The meridi-

ans were developed later, as
was the Five Phases
(Elements) Theory. The Meridians is a theory of how
the energy moves around
the body to all structures.
Acupressure was a point approach and was developed
over many hundreds of
years through observation
and trial and error. In the

west it is devoid of literally
any philosophical or TCM
knowledge and understanding and is largely a Sports
injury approach. You would
think this would allow Acupressure to be incorporated
into massage and body therapies easily and quickly and
to some extent this has happened. However, because of

the acceptance of Acupuncture as a worthwhile medical
practice, it is Acupuncture that has tended to be applied to
body therapies instead. This is a real pity as Acupressure
has more relevance to body therapies.
Acupuncture actually evolved over hundreds of years
from Acupressure, which worked through human to human
chi. The first step away from Acupressure was the use of
bones on the points as it was more accurate and specific
(this medium is working through Kidney Chi), which eventually led to sharpening of bones into needles.
Thus slowly the acu-points were reinterpreted as it was now
working through a different medium. The next evolutionary
step was the use of metal needles and thus another new medium (Lung Chi) and a new interpretation evolved once
more. Also with these developments many of the Acupressure techniques fell into disuse. One can immediately see
the problem with applying Acupuncture back to a body
therapy.

BOWEN THERAPY and TRIGGER POINT
THERAPY (1940s)
Bowen developed his therapy in Victoria, Australia, and it
was learnt from the Chinese on the Gold Fields. It is the
Chinese Acupressure Gate System, which is a use of certain
17

Gate (or door) points to
“open” the energies in a particular part of the body.
There are Acupressure
Gates throughout the body.
The technique used was
back and forth at right angles to open the gate. Bowen
used the gates and the Chinese technique and with experimentation, discovered

other Gates as well. As
Bowen always maintained
that he invented Bowen
Therapy, it has been completely isolated from its origins, the Chinese philosophy, Acupressure and TCM.
Trigger Point Therapy was
invented in the USA and is
also based on the Chinese
Acupressure Gate system. It

has been incorporated into Massage and the Gates are used
to treat areas of the body.

CHAKRAS (1,500-500BC)
It is actually from Indian meditation, political and religious
tradition. It was originally more of a personal healing and
spiritual development tool. It is the theory of how energy
(prana or Chi) enters and leaves the body, via the seven major vortexes of energy, although there are minor chakras as
well throughout the body, much like acu-points and the
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major chakras (and the minor ones too) actually correlate
to acu-points as they are actually located at the back between specific vertebrae of the spine. We have spent time
charting the correlations and also the lesser known information in the chart illustrated above. So there is much correlation between the Chakras (major and minor) and TCM
and acu-points.
Not many people realise that the Chakras are half
the energy system of the body as it deals with energy entering and leaving the body, while the Chinese
system deals with the energy in the body. So the
two together are the complete energy system of human existence.
The Chakras are the easiest and quickest to learn and add

to any approach, which is
why it has been divorced
from its origins and can be
found in literally all therapies from Massage through
Reiki to Reflexology; emotional and even spiritual
work and of course all body
therapies. There needs to be
little in-depth knowledge
and understanding to use

(1990s)

the chakras. It is not only
the most common energy
system used but it is also
the most easily manipulated
and applied to any therapy.
Again often used without a
deeper understanding of its
context.

CHIREFLEXOLOGY™

and CHI MEDICS™

Chi-Reflexology is an attempt to bring the Chinese philosophy, including TCM and Acupressure theory and practice to the application of foot therapy by developing a consistent and accurate theoretical foundation – the Anatomical Reflection Theory upon which the therapy can stand. It
is strongly knowledge based yet engages intuition. It is far
reaching – many points have been mapped onto the feet by
Moss Arnold reflection of the body to the feet, that is, the
Organ Chi points. It is a wholistic therapy, assists on all
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four levels of existence (physical, emotional mental and
spiritual) via an accurate point approach.
Chi Medics: ‘A balanced synergy of the Chinese
Philosophy, including TCM, Energy diagnostics
and Acupressure’
Chi Medics is an exciting wholistic Energy (Qi, Ki, Prana,
Chakras) Therapy which combines the Chinese Philosophy
with Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM), Acupressure as
well as Acu-points and Meridians with foot and body therapy in an easy, quick and gentle way.
The western word for the Chinese Qi or energy is Chi. While
the Japanese word for energy is Ki, and the Indian is Prana
and chakras. It is all energy or Chi and so are included in
Chi Medics, with the emphasis on TCM.

Excellent for pain management therefore Chi Medics
will expand all body therapies including Massage and
Reflexology. Health care
providers who work the feet
and/or the body will expand
their diagnostic and practical treatment techniques.
Over 30 years of practical
application by Moss Arnold

the therapy has evolved.

EMOTIONAL HEALING:
Often combined with energy
in other therapies, this is an
approach based on the belief that emotions are the
cause of all our problems;
that there are ‘good’ and
‘bad’ emotions; and that

emotions can be healed. Contrary of course to the Chinese
philosophy, often a simplified version of the TCM interpretations are used, such as Liver is Anger. The assumption
that emotions can be ‘healed’ and that there are good and
bad emotions, are also questionable. It is wise to concentrate on what you are doing and find a way to keep your
mental and emotional states clear and separate when working with energy as transference can occur.

MASSAGE and BODY THERAPIES (2,500BC

in China)
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Energy work in Massage and body therapies are largely
chakras and/or point work again for specific problems or
meridian/pathway work. Once again it is usually taken
away from its philosophical foundations and become added
techniques to be incorporated. Massage is particularly good
at doing this and this is the reason that there are so many
types of massage available now. One thing worth noting is
that the basic premise of massage and acupressure (TCM)
is contradictory and yet they are combined – a bit of acupoint work here and there and then massage techniques
and back to energy work, etc. Massage works through flow-

ing movements such as effleurage, which is designed
to work muscles and muscle
groups as well as bones, fascia and lymphatics.
These flowing techniques
are actually contrary to Acupressure, as back and forth
actions scrambles energy
and are not used in Chinese
BodyTherapies. However,

moving in one direction and
stopping and then reversing
as separate actions actually
balances the energy flowing
through that part of the
body and are used in Acupressure. Massage and Acupressure should be kept
separate rather than combined.

QIGONG (2,000BC) and TAI CHI (1200AD)
These are sister approaches. They were designed as personal health, meditation and spiritual development. Both are
excellent for health maintenance and personal treatment of
imbalances.
Tai Chi is an excellent moving meditation which moves the
energy around the body. It is physically active (yang) and
mentally passive – an “empty vessel” (yin). It is the movements that gets chi flowing.
Qigong on the other hand is the mirror opposite and is
mentally active (yang) and physically passive (yin). It is
mentally moving the energy around the body. To find balance you need an equal amount of yin and yang. These two
mirror opposites should not be combined and yet they increasingly are which is contradictory to the philosophy on
which they are based.

REIKI (late 1800s/early 1900s in Japan)
Reiki is Japanese – Rei for “hand” and ki for energy”, so
simply means hand energy. And so it is simply the placing
of hands on or over the body and allowing the energy to do
its work. If it is off the body it is not a wholistic approach
simply because it is only working on one aspect – usually
the emotional level. However, if the hands are connecting
to the physical, it will assist of all four levels of existence
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(physical, emotional, mental
and spiritual), but without
accuracy. It originated in
Japan in the late 1800s as a
form of meditation to improve body and spirit. It has
since developed myths and
legends about its origins,
symbols and history. The
Japanese are brilliant at
decorating and packaging

and this is quite clear in
Reiki. It is a ritualistic
method of convincing people that they can work with
energy and bestow this ability on the receiver through
rituals. It incorporates putting symbols in one’s aura
that allow you to use energy.
It also matters greatly what
you are thinking , feeling

and doing while working. It is wise, once again, to concentrate and to find a way to keep your mental and emotional
states clear and separate when working with energy as
transference can occur. There are levels and one can purchase Reiki mastership. To quote the Chinese: “One learns
something and you spend the rest of your life trying to
master it.” It is in the journey that wisdom is found. To the
Chinese this is the most natural process in the universe as
we are born using energy and continue using it until we die,
and perhaps before and after as well. Training and
knowledge assists in turning an unconscious process into a
conscious one.

SHIATSU (1940s)
Originating in Japan after World War II, it was an amalgamation of a number of earlier Japanese massage therapies. Again it is beautifully packaged as it is Japanese in
origin and means simply “thumb pressure” as it uses the
thumbs working along the meridians in the direction of
flow, and so it is a meridian therapy. It is a modern combination of a number of more ancient Japanese body therapies. It was designed specifically for muscular and skeletal
problems and for use for these problems only. It is not
meant to be used regularly and often as it is a very stimula22

tory approach which used
long term will cause imbalances in the energy system
of the body and ultimately
may lead to physical problems. It is the Japanese
deep tissue approach. It was
designed as a ‘first aid’ approach to get workers back
to their jobs as quickly as
possible. Often it is taken

out of context in the west.

SPIRITUAL HEALING:
Again, often combined with
energy in other therapies
and chakra work, this is an
approach based on the belief that the spirit is ‘sick’
and needs healing. Often
linked with emotional heal-

ing where these two distinctly separate aspects of human
existence merged together into a hodgepodge of various beliefs and practices. Can the soul or spirit actually be healed?
Does it need healing? Ego comes to mind here, and it is regularly present if one looks for it. Varies depending on the
belief structure it be loosely based upon.

TOUCH FOR HEALTH and KINESIOLOGY
(late 1960s)
Touch for Health was invented by two Chiropractors in the
USA as an adjunct to their chiropractic work. Muscle test-
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ing (developed in the early 1900s) was used to determine
where the spinal problem was and which muscle/muscle
group was involved and then certain acu-points were used
to adjust and enhance the session, i.e. adjust the vertebrae
and then the relevant muscle/muscle group to enhance the
treatment and prolong the benefits. This was because the
chiropractors knew that if the muscle was not also adjusted,
then the muscle would very quickly move the vertebrae to
misalignment. So it was designed for very specific Chiropractic work. They also correlated which muscle related to
which energy or chi as well as vertebrae. Thus they found a
correlation between muscles, vertebrae and Chinese energies (meridians).
It is worth noting that Touch for Health changed some of

the meridians or pathways
and even changed some acu
-points from the original
TCM for their specific use
and obviously for very good
reasons, which they neglected to share, which is a pity.
From these origins, kinesiology with its emphasis of
Touch for Health meridians
and muscle testing) evolved

and spread exponentially to
a point that there are a multitude of variations of kinesiology and muscle testing
for just about anything and
everything, especially emotional work, and even now
spiritual kinesiology.

There then are the major

therapies that have incorporated energy work, but there are
plenty of other body therapies that could be listed here,
such as Therapeutic and Remedial Massage and Sport therapies. The list is endless and growing all the time.
What we feel is very important for any person using energy
is to really understand where a therapy originates, the reasons for its evolvement and whether further study of the
origins would be useful knowledge to give a larger picture,
information and knowledge base. If this brief exploration
raises any questions for you, we would be please and more
than happy to answer your queries.
Kind Regards, Moss and Sharon
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SECRET GARDEN FESTIVAL
On the 10th
August, Jane
will be returning to
the Secret
Garden Festival at Scarisbrick Village Hall offering foot readings or reflexology or emmett technique. It was a su-

perb event last year. A hall,
a room, and a field given
over to yoga classes all day
and there were stalls, music,
food, all done with an environmental ethos.

If you would like to come
along, tickets are £12
Therapies cost extra but
your ticket allows you to

join the yoga and wellness classes (all 40 of them) circus
skills classes, chakra dancing, singing bowl sessions, baby
massage, acro yoga, childrens yoga, family yoga, laughter
yoga, meditation, story telling, craft sessions, and much
more.
Food: Vegetarian, vegan food stalls, prosecco bar, coffee,
cakes, pizza, vegan sushi, vegan burgers, organic chips and
ice-cream stall.
Local stalls selling home=made or local produce, including
crystals, clothing, candles, oils, jewellery, hair accessories,
dream catchers, flower head dresses, pottery, plastic free
cosmetics, and toiletries.
There will be henna tattoos, eco glitter face painting, reiki,
massage, reflexology, Indian head massage, and foot readings.
Tickets from the website
https://www.bodysoulbalance.co.uk/secret-garden-festival
Or email chloewardhealing@outlook.com

Or see the facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/chloewardhealing/photos/
gm.2275771876030489/1031857247022462/?
type=3&theater
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ASTROLOGY FOR MARCH 2019
Diane is a talented,
experienced astrologer and
qualified counsellorTo get in
touch, please call: 07929 261
231
(or 00 44 7929 261 231 if you
are outside the UK)

Or you can write to Diane at
info@positive-elements.com

BY DIANE OF POSITIVE ELEMENTS
Our shared planetary picture
We have a fascinating month ahead this March, with all
manner of exciting and possibly bewildering planetary
events.
New Moon in Pisces on 6th (at 16.05 GMT) is at almost the same
degree as Neptune (the ruling planet of Pisces). This generates a
misty, dreamy, idealistic new cycle for us all, in different areas of
life for each sign. One slight catch is that Mercury (also in Pisces)
goes retrograde the day before and stays in reverse until 28th.
In a way, this intensifies the Neptunian mist as resorting to rational thought and discussion, might not come easily. We need to
learn to swim alongside each other empathically, without interrogation or demands.
Creatively this can be wonderful. Imagination and inspiration will
be strong, as will our sensitivity to the arts, compassion for others
and healing. We will also have chance to collectively remember
that what happens to one person, happens to us all. We are all in
the pool together.
From mid-month onwards, Saturn gets closer to Pluto in Capricorn. These are two heavy-weights (that finally meet next January).
Existing structures and hierarchies are heading for a crunch.
On the concrete front, Mars in Taurus will be taking practical matters in hand. But even reliable Taurus is in for a jolt, as also on
6th Uranus jumps into this sign, where it will stay for the next seven years.
Uranus is the planet of change, disruption and revolution. It
brings about awakenings (which may come as a shock to the nicely
settled). Represented as a flash of lightening and with a glyph
(symbol) that resembles our old TV aerials, Uranus is electrical by
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nature: and likewise can provide a 'shock'. For those more open to
change, it can offer excitement and an awakening, inviting us to
move away from compromised situations to those of pure expression. It is freeing, unpredictable and exciting.
Taurus is the fixed Earth sign and almost represents planet Earth
itself. Uranus brings innovation and we might feel its impact in
ecological matters, new paradigms in medicine and our understanding of the physical world, financial systems and what we presently assume to be real. Agriculture and farming could undergo a
revolution, as could our values and how we seek security for ourselves.
So what will this mean for us all?
Read the horoscope for your Sun sign and your Ascendant sign if
you know it.

Aries: Energy levels may have been low recently but that is
about to change. The month before your birthday you are often at
low ebb as the Sun has been away from you for the longest time.
The good news is the Sun is bringing fresh energy and a sense of
renewal to you from 20th!
Your birthday whether this month or next is your Personal New
Year and a more meaningful time to make resolutions for the year
ahead than January 1st. Many Happy Solar Returns! It is also the
perfect time to explore your planets for the year ahead with a good
astrologer.
The biggest shift this month is Uranus's jump from your sign on
6th. Uranus has been in Aries for over eight years, calling for the
true, uncompromised you to reveal itself. With that now hopefully in place, the next step is to revolutionize your finances and values to reflect this new you. You have just over seven years to bring
this about, starting from 6th!
Time spent communicating with friends, groups and community
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goes well until 26th with Venus promising harmony and pleasure,
apart from a short hiccough around 21st when your finances or
values might clash with theirs.
The daily focus this month though is your 12th House of your inner workings, compassion, the pain and suffering of others, spirituality and creativity behind the scenes. Amidst an action-packed
life, it can be easy to over-look the nascent buds forming here.
Give them your time, nurture and attention. New Moon on 6th
marks the start of a new cycle here and with Neptune on board,
ideals will be high. How can you make them into an active force?

Taurus: Friends, groups, communities, organisations and humanitarian ideals are a busy area this month, although not all in a
straight forwards way. Mercury goes retrograde here from 5th 28th which can make for misunderstandings or people having to
give back word on earlier agreements (possibly including you).
New Moon on the afternoon of 6th marks your collective Humanitarian New Year. Neptune close by makes this even more potent.
Your ideals about friendship and community will be strong. And
your vision can help humanitarian causes, organisations, friends,
groups and communities. Perhaps joining others can help you to
further your vision of a better world
Your ruling planet Venus is gliding through your professional zone
until 26th. You will be making a good impression but remember
to stay flexible around 21st when the urge to dig your heels in may
not be helpful. People in authority are in a position to help you
with your ambitions. Ask them to do so.
You will not be easily thwarted at present, as Mars in your sign is
adding to your energy and determination until 30th. The major
shift this month though is Uranus, planet of change, disruption
and revolution, moving into your sign on 6th for a seven-year stay.
Remember just where and who you are today because at the end of
this awakening process, you may not recognise yourself.
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It is time to reach for the true uncompromising version of yourself.
And for this to happen, you may have to let go of many things
(and perhaps unhelpful people) you now cling to. There is no

room for baggage on this adventure. Let it go!

Gemini: Your ruling planet Mercury cannot make its mind up
this month, as it goes backwards and forwards in your father, career and social status zone. Communications here need reviewing,
as might your way of thinking about one or more of these areas of
life. Although Mercury is retrograde from 5th - 28th, the Sun
helps to compensate, bringing warmth and visibility to you. New
Moon on 6th is particularly relevant as it joins Neptune, adding
ideals to your worldly ambitions. Make sure they have achievable
content.
Uranus finishes its seven-year stay in your friends, groups and community zone this month. The circles you move in may have
changed during this time and some people, even old friends, may
have fallen by the wayside. This has been a period of being true to
yourself. And being selective about who you choose to have
around you, has been an important part of this process.
From 6th, Uranus changes its revolutionary focus to the compassionate, spiritual and creative sides of your inner world. This can
be a good time to delve deeper and bring unconscious emotional
or behavioural patterns to light. Getting help from a therapist can
be very helpful. And spiritual practices (including meditation) and
working with the unconscious can offer important new awakenings.
Venus spends most of the month in your travel, legal and philosophy zone which is good for trips and dealings with people from
different countries and cultures. There may be a touch of friction
around 21st when your unconscious gets in the way. But by 26th
Venus starts to smooth things out around your worldly achievements and status. If there are people who can help with this - ask
them.

Cancer: 'The money of others' may benefit you this month as
Venus eases joint finances. Tax rebates, returned loans or inheritances may come your way. The only thing to look out for is any
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spend-thrift tendencies that crop up but even they could be pleasurable.
Your most active area this month is your 9th House of travel, deep
study and ethical matters. New Moon on 6th falls here, close to
Neptune and a new idealistic resolve may carry you to make plans
for dream trips, courses of study or cultural explorations. People
who you meet from other countries or cultures could inspire you
and Venus's arrival in this area of your solar chart from 26th
brings pleasure and possibly romance too.
The only fly in the ointment is that Mercury, planet of communication is retrograde from 5th - 28th which could foster misunderstandings. Double check everyone is on the same page re agreements, legal matters and trip itineraries or even wait until after
28th to go ahead if you can.
Mars continues to add heat to your friends, groups and community zone. This could either take the form of action or conflict (opt
of course for the former). And if you are involved in any humanitarian projects, your energy and determination will be high.
Uranus, planet of change, disruption and revolution leaps into
this area of your solar chart too from 6th, for a seven-year stay.
Having just completed its long revolution in your father, career
and social status zone, it is now time for a new awakening through
or with friends, groups, community and humanitarian ideals. If
you have been sitting on the fence with regards to one or more of
these areas of life, you will soon find yourself leaping off it and
making revolutionary changes. Be open to new collectives!

Leo: Joint funds, intimacy and sharing are very busy areas in
your solar chart this month with an idealistic, New Moon there on
6th. Neptune sends emotions to a higher octave but beware of
putting others on a pedestal. Mercury goes retrograde in this same
area of your chart from 5th - 28th, so keeping things clear in your
own head is not the easiest of things, not to mention how others
may read your actions or words. Keep checking that no-one is being misled (even if it seems they want to be...).
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Relationships and partnerships should go smoothly for most of the

month as Venus promises ease and pleasure up to 26th, although
career priorities may clash with togetherness around 21st. Deep
rumblings in your work, health and service to others zone may
start to be felt from mid-month. But the demands for change may
not fully surface until January.
Mars is heating and sharpening your ambitions all month, providing you with the energy, will-power and resolve to push your professional agenda forwards. And an even huger, monumental shift
takes place in this same area of your solar chart when Uranus,
planet of change, disruption and revolution bolts into the picture
from 6th.
Although Uranus is symbolised by lightening, this is no flash in
the pan. Uranus is going to be in your 10th House for over a seven-year stay. What to expect? A revolution in one or more matters
to do with father, career and social status. Be open to this exciting
adventure of awakening!

Virgo: So much is going on in your 7th House of relationships
and partnerships this month. Four planets are buzzing around
there, including your ruling planet Mercury. The Sun keeps things
warm and expressive until 20th, although Mercury going retrograde from 5th - 28th might create some confusion. Check everyone is on the same page, to avoid misunderstandings.
New Moon on 6th is very close to Neptune and marks the start of
a new cycle in your relationships and partnerships. And with Neptune involved, ideals will be strong but avoid rescue scenarios and
self-denial. Venus adds pleasure and harmony to partnerships
from 26th. You will be aware of the attractiveness of others and
vice versa...
Mars is keen to explore the wide world and you will be pushing
ahead with projects to do with travel, religion, different cultures
and philosophies. If you have a head for deep study, this could be
exciting too. Self-discipline will be strong from 10th - 14th and
your willpower will be running on all four cylinders from 17th 20th.
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Mars only ever stays in any sign for a while to push things forwards
but from 6th, Uranus moves into this same philosophical area of
your chart for seven years! As the planet of change, disruption and
revolution, you will be called to be true to your beliefs, without
compromise. Travel, whether physical or meta-physical can be lifechanging, as can exploration of cultures, including your own.

Libra: Romance, fun and creativity are on the cards for most of
the month (from 1st - 26th) as your ruling planet Venus glides
smoothly through your pleasure zone, with just a touch of tension
around 21st when Venus squares Mars.
The planet of love then goes on to ease matters in the busiest area
of your solar chart this month: your 6th House of work, health
and service to others. Things are pretty busy here all month. Mercury, planet of communication goes retrograde from 5th - 28th (try
to avoid signing work contracts then if you can).
There is a spectacular New Moon here on 6th that includes nearby
Neptune. And an idealistic fresh start is on offer. This could involve exploring your ideal work situation or how you can help others and work better with colleagues and daily companions
(including pets). Your health and well-being are another avenue to
explore. This could include nutrition, your daily routine and how
they could nourish you better.
Uranus, planet of change, disruption and revolution finally leaves
your relationships and partnerships zone on 6th, completing its
eight-year stay. You hopefully now have a less-compromised approach towards them and things probably stand very differently to
how they did back in 2010 when this learning process began.
Your new area for awakening is joint funds (including taxes, debts
and inheritances) intimacy and sharing. Revolutionising one or
more of these is your next seven-year adventure!

Scorpio: Romance, children and creativity are high on the agen-
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da this month, especially around New Moon on 6th when Neptune adds its dreamy glow to the two 'lights' and mystifies the picture too. Falling in love is not out of the question, nor is wondrous creative inspiration.

Actual communications may not be at their best when Mercury
goes retrograde from 5th - 28th but you will probably not be concerned with the nuts and bolts of daily life, with this rare tide
sweeping you along. Not misleading others is quite important
though, so make sure they are reading you correctly. Home is
looking good too up to 26th, with Venus urging you to beautify
your nest or to share its pleasures with others, perhaps by entertaining.
From mid-month onwards, Saturn joins your ruling planet Pluto.
This is the slow beginning of a long review, looking at your need
for transformation. This is in your 3rd House which rules thought
patterns, how you communicate ideas and physically move and
your daily dealings with others.
Learning and teaching skills come under this umbrella too. As do
trading, short journeys and dealings with neighbours and siblings.
This first step is taking stock of how you have been dealing with
things in the past, until now.
An even larger planetary event this month is Uranus moving into
Taurus. Having just completed an eight-year revolution through
work, health and service to others; Uranus now starts a seven-year
awakening in relationships and partnerships. Be open to learning
new things.

Sagittarius: Your mind is in a pleasant place this month, as Venus glides through your 3rd House of communications, short journeys and physical movement.
The main focus though is mother and home, with an important
New Moon here, late afternoon on 6th. This falls less than one
degree away from Neptune, adding idealism to this new cycle.
Home can be the building you live in, the dynamics within it, your
town, geographical area, country, the planet or Mother Nature.
You will feel the need for a fresh start or a more creative, humanitarian or ethical approach in some way. And your emotional wellbeing is somehow linked to this.
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Explaining this to others (and possibly to yourself) may be beyond
you right now, as Mercury is retrograde from 5th - 28th. But
Venus's arrival on 26th will help you to get others on board.
You should have lots of energy for work and attending to your
health this month, as Mars revs up your pursuit of well-being.
Dealings with colleagues and daily companions look energetic too.
Steer these away from conflict by engaging others in joint projects
if you can.
The biggest shift this month though is Uranus which ends its eight
-year stay in your romance, children and creativity zone. This may
have been a disruptive time for children connected to you. They
are now hopefully living closer to their true drum which should
make life easier for you too. It may have been an exciting time creatively or romantically for you too.
Uranus's new area for awakening from 6th and for the next seven
years, is work, health, service to others, daily routine and daily
companions (including colleagues, housemates and pets). Your
life and well-being can be reolutionised through major changes in
these areas of life and you can also become an agent of revolution
to others. Be open to new forms of well-being!

Capricorn: Money matters should run smoothly this month, as
Venus glides through your finance zone until 26th. It then joins
Mercury and Neptune in your busiest area of life this month: communications. New Moon on 6th falls here too, marking a new cycle.
Neptune happens to be close by too which adds idealism to this
fresh start. Ironically Mercury, planet of communication is retrograde from 5th - 28th, so others may not be able to fathom out
what exactly you are up to. But all should become apparent by
next month. Meanwhile, creative writing, music and creative flow
should go well.
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A deep and possibly invisible-to-others, process is going on too
from mid-month onwards. Your ruling planet Saturn starts its
slow approach towards Pluto in your sign. This is the crunch in
some way and crystallises the need for deep inner transformation.

This has been on the cards ever since Pluto entered your sign back
in 2008. Saturn will want to know how you have been dealing
with this and at some point (probably next January), it will be expecting to see some results.
Mars continues to reinforce your determination in matters to do
with romance, children and creativity. Uranus, planet of change,
disruption and revolution leaps into this area of your solar chart
too from 6th, for a seven-year stay. This should bring surprises
and perhaps excitement. If you've been compromising in some
way in any of these areas, you will be challenged to discover and
express the true, pure expression of your unique self. Accept this
new adventure!

Aquarius: Your financial world looks very busy this month but
clarity may be hard to find. New Moon on 6th would normally
mark the perfect time to draw up a budget but a Neptunian mist is
in the way. On the plus side, this adds an idealistic urge but
whether that is a thirst for mega-bucks, investing ethically or giving
all your money to a worthy cause; is hard to tell.
Mercury goes retrograde in your finance zone from 5th - 28th
which also indicates comings and goings. And it might be better
to avoid signing any important papers during that period if possible.
Home life is looking active all month as Mars continues to forge
ahead here. Domestic, DIY or self-development projects can be
pushed forwards. And your ruling planet Uranus makes a monumental shift on 6th, also into your mother and home zone. This is
the start of a seven-year awakening which will shake your foundations. Revolution is required and you may find yourself moving
house, having unexpected dealings with mother-figures or taking a
different new approach to self-nurture.
A few immediate questions that spring to mind are: Does your present home meet your current needs? (This could be in terms of
space, design, location or the emotional dynamics within). Do
relations with mother-figures need a new approach? (Including
how you think about your own upbringing). And are you meeting
your own needs for nurturing and personal development?
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And last but not least, Venus is gliding through your sign all
month which adds extra charm and irresistibility to your persona.
Yes, it is your turn to be darling of the zodiac. Enjoy it!

Pisces: The Sun ball remains in your court this month until
20th, radiating warmth, optimism and freer self-expression. Mercury lends you mental energy too until 5th and once again after
28th. But in between it goes retrograde, to review communications and your thought processes. Have they been working for or
against you? Get your mind on your side. If not sure where to
start, positive daily affirmations can be helpful.
New Moon in your sign on 6th marks the beginning of your Personal New Year. It is also extra-strong as this New Moon is less
than half a degree away from your ruling planet Neptune which
enhances your vision of a fresh start, in line with your values and
dreams. Make resolutions that will support these in the month
and year ahead!

For Jane’s diary dates, please see back page
Your mental energy remains high this month, as Mars continues to
make headway here. This can be good for physical movement too
and trading projects. You may be more assertive than usual (and
yes, that could mean more argumentative... ).
Uranus leaps into your communications zone too from 6th for a
seven-year stay! Old ways of thinking may need to go and trying
new forms of physical movement can open new neural pathways,
so give that a go too! Dealings with neighbours and siblings may
undergo big changes; as may the circles you move in. New ways of
thinking will need new people who share them. Find your tribe!
To find out what this means for you as an individual, get in touch
and we can explore your birth chart together by phone - diane
@positive-elements.com or 07929 261231 (++ 44 7929 261231 if
calling from outside UK). And to find out more about the benefits of astrology or more about me, visit www.positiveelements.com
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Footreading.com
Jane Sheehan is author of
“Let’s Read our Feet”, “The
Foot Reading Coach”,
“Sole Trader: The holistic
therapy business handbook”, “Foot Reading - a
Portable Guide” and
“Lisons nos pieds”. All of
these are available at
http://
www.footreading.com
Jane has also co-written
“Reflexes : Physical and
Emotional” which is available from the Association
of Reflexologists

JANE’S DIARY DATES FOR 2019
5/6 Mar—Tunbridge Wells
7 Mar—Coaching for Foot Readers with Jane Sheehan and Kerry Hales, Tunbridge Wells
20/21 Mar—Garstang, Lancs
31 Mar/1 Apr—Aldershot
26/27/28 Apr—Reflexology Associaton of Canada Conference (speaking at 1.35pm on
28th)
29/30 Apr—Halifax, Nova Scotia
1/2 June—Tipperary, Ireland
8/9 Jun—Cork, Ireland
6/7 Jul—Perivale, Greater London
13/14 Jul—Exeter, Devon
30/31 Jul—Norwich
1 Aug—Coaching for Foot Readerse with Jane Sheehan and Kerry Hales in Norwich
31-1 Sep—Jive weekend
7/8 Sep—Melbourne, Derbyshire
20-22 Sep—Northern Ireland Reflexology Conference
27/29 Sep—jive weekend
4-6 Oct—private event
19/20 Oct—Portballintrae
29/30 Oct—Sheffield
1/2 Nov—York

Footreading.com
Jane Sheehan is author of
“Let’s Read our Feet”, “The
Foot Reading Coach”, “Sole
Trader: The holistic therapy
business handbook”, “Foot
Reading - a Portable Guide”
and “Lisons nos pieds”. All
of these are available at
http://www.footreading.com
Jane has also co-written
“Reflexes : Physical and
Emotional” which is
available from the
Association of Reflexologists
Jane Sheehan

YOUR LOGO
HERE

16/17 Nov—Lyons
23 Nov—Coaching for Foot Readers with Jane Sheehan and Kerry Hales in
Frodsham
Dates for 2020
12 Feb—11 Nov 2020—Level 3 Reflexology Diploma:
Jane launches her reflexology school February 12 2020. Details on website
7/8 Mar—Limerick, Ireland
28/29 Mar—Letchworth, Herts
18 Jun—Coaching for Foot Readers with Jane Sheehan and Kerry Hales in Tunbridge, Kent

